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Business Challenges

MarketShare needed a
technology solution that
could let them scale in a
sustainable way.

Selecting

Blue Hill’s research initiative documents the decision-making process of marketing analytics
provider MarketShare as they select a data wrangling solution to accelerate data-driven innovation.

Choosing the Right Solution

Road to Trifacta

A Marketing Analytics Software Provider

MarketShare is a global leader in SaaS-based
marketing analytics technology for enterprises.
MarketShare's clients use MarketShare's analytics
to measure, predict, and optimize the impacts of
their marketing efforts.

MarketShare considered a number of options, such as business process management
and data platform vendors. But many of these options couldn’t provide a data preparation
environment that could grow as fast as MarketShare.
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Business Process
Management

Data Platform Vendors

Analysts are
comfortable with

using the tool

Visual
Interface

MarketShare learned of the
emerging market for
self-service and automated
data cleansing solutions

Facilitate
Human

Judgment

Reusable
Logic and
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Why Trifacta

Business Value

Impact

Translating Technology to Success

Learn more at 
For more information, please click here. 

ABOUT US
Blue Hill Research documents how technology supports business success. Our success-based methodology 

information to choose technologies, target high value use cases, and identify technology champions who 

Unless otherwise noted, the contents of this publication are copyrighted by Blue Hill Research and may not 
be hosted, archived, transmitted or reproduced, in any form or by any means without prior permission from 
Blue Hill Research.

ABOUT THE ANALYST

James Haight
Research Analyst

James Haight is a research analyst at Blue Hill Research focusing on analytics and emerging enterprise technologies. His primary
research includes exploring the business case development and solution assessment for data integration, advanced analytics,
business intelligence, and visualization applications. He also hosts Blue Hill's Emerging Tech Roundup Podcast, which features
interviews with industry leaders and CEOs on the forefront of a variety of emerging technologies. 

@James_Haight www.linkedin.com/in/jamesthaight

Hyoun Park
Chief Research Officer

Hyoun Park is the Chief Research Officer of Blue Hill Research where he oversees day-to-day research operations, delivery and
methodology focused on vendor and technology selection. In addition, Park covers analytics and enterprise mobility technologies
as a noted advisor, social influencer, and practitioner. Park has been named as a top 10 Big Data, analytics, and mobility influencer
including quotes in USA Today, the Los Angeles Times, and a wide variety of industry media sources. Over the past 20 years, Park
has been on the cutting edge of web, social, cloud, and mobile technologies in both startup and enterprise roles. Park holds a
Masters of Business Administration from Boston University and graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in Women's and Gender Studies
from Amherst College.

@hyounpark www.linkedin.com/in/hyounpark
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COO
Because Trifacta made analysts
more efficient, analysts were able
to work on higher-value projects
and enhance the company’s value
proposition to their clients.

CFO
Trifacta presented a fiscally
responsible way to grow the
company’s output without
overextending headcount.

IT
Trifacta presented intelligent
guidance to augment analyst
productivity in data preparation.

Recommendations

MarketShare’s business was booming
as the volume and the variety of data
used in marketing analytics  rapidly
increased.

Recommendation 1
Consider automated self-service preparation tools as a value-added
investment. Improved analyst efficiency means less time preparing data and
more time getting value from the data.

Recommendation 2 Bring in an “Executive Champion.” This helps your company view the project
as a strategic investment, rather than "just another IT project."

Recommendation 3 Take design and user experience into account. User adoption rates hinge on
user experience, and can make or break a successful investment.

Recommendation 4
Consider Trifacta as more than just a tool for Big Data and Hadoop
environments. Big Data transformation techniques can be applied to messy
operational data challenges as well.

SHARE THIS INFOGRAPHIC

MarketShare knew
that it could further its
competitive advantage
in the marketplace by
enhancing the data
preparation abilities of
its analyst team.

Simple Visual Interface

Trifacta’s interface provided
an intuitive interface for data
analysts to explore and
wrangle their data.

Reusable Logic and Scalability

Trifacta provided direct access to
creating reproducible workflows.

Facilitate Human Judgment

Trifacta provided an intelligent
automation of analyst activities,
allowing them to be more
productive.

Analysts were comfortable
using the tool

Data analysts can interact with data
in a way close to what they were
already used to.
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